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1. Which glue is more suitable on skirts (the vertical risers) of a staircase?
A. All-purpose adhesive
B. Mixed glue
C. Aron Alpha instant glue
D. White glue
2. What is the most common method of laying PVC flooring?
A. Side by side
B. In cross pattern
C. In the pattern of '工'
D. In the pattern of a square
3. If the welding machine is too hot or moves too slowly…
A. The vinyl sheet flooring will be burnt
B. The PVC flooring will fail to be laid
C. The PVC flooring will become loose
D. The PVC flooring will start to develop gaps
4. The connecting parts of the plastic stairnose should be cut at what angles
to facilitate connection?
A. 45-degree angles
B. 30-degree angles
C. 60-degree angles
D. 90-degree angles
5. What is a more suitable material to repair an uneven floor slab?
A. White glue
B. Floor glue
C. Glass sealant
D. Mixtures
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6. Besides mitring, what is another common way to connect at a visible
joint ?
A. Splicing the joint
B. Connecting at 45-degree angles
C. Butterfly corner
D. Stacking the corners
7. If the vinyl sheet flooring is bent upwards against the wall as skirting, what
is the usual height of the skirting in mm ?
A. 40mm
B. 60m
C. 80mm
D. 100mm
8. According to the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Safety
Management) Regulation, how often should safety policy be reviewed?
A. 1 year
B. 2 years
C. 3 years
D. 4 years
9. Which of the following is a danger one might encounter in a confined
space?
A. Drowning of any person at work arising from an increase in the level of
liquid
B. The loss of consciousness or asphyxiation of any person at work
arising from the lack of oxygen
C. The intoxication of the person at work from poisonous air
D. All of the three options should be take into account
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10. After laying the waterproof plastic sheet or bituminous sheet, why is there
still water seepage?
A. Sufficient overlapping of the materials
B. Insufficient overlapping of the materials
C. There are two layers of overlapping of the materials
D. The overlapping parts have been glued together
11. Which is a more suitable tool to connect the welding lines on the
connecting parts of the vinyl sheet flooring?
A. Electric heating machine
B. Flaming torch
C. Swing machine
D. Welding machine
12. Which is a more accurate tool to mark the connecting parts, whose
underside is covered by the vinyl sheet flooring?
A. Auxiliary Wire Gauge (The little mouse)
B. Measuring Tape
C. Cutting tools
D. Welding machine
13. How far from the ground would be considered as working-at-height?
A. 4 metres or above
B. 3 metres or above
C. 2 metres or above
D. 1 metre of above
14. If there is a need to separate vinyl sheet flooring by colours, how should it
be distinguished when preparing the materials?
A. Scorched a mark on the surface of the vinyl sheet flooring
B. No attention is needed; rely on your memory
C. No attention is needed; lay the flooring in whatever way possible
D. Marking colour codes on the bottom of the vinyl sheet flooring
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15. When the distribution board is on fire, what type of fire extinguisher
should be used?
A. Dry powder fire extinguisher
B. Water type fire extinguisher
C. Spray type fire extinguisher
D. Carbon dioxide fire extinguisher
16. After completing laying the flooring, there should not be any unnecessary
job lines and?
A. Water stains
B. Dust stains
C. Chalk stains
D. Glue stains
17. What should be used as the starting point in the most correct way to lay
PVC flooring?
A. Starting point of the job lines
B. Any point
C. Starting point of a wall corner
D. Starting point of a door jamb
18. What is the most appropriate width for vinyl sheet flooring for welding
pits?
A. 8 mm
B. 6 mm
C. 4 mm
D. 2 mm
19. After repairing the floor slab, how much time should be spared before
glue can be applied?
A. 15 to 30 minutes
B. 1 to 3 minutes
C. 5 to 10 minutes
D. 60 to 90 minutes
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20. What should best be worn to protect your hearing while working in an
area with high level of noises?
A. Ear Protectors
B. Safety goggles
C. Face mask
D. Non-slip gloves
End of Paper
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